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work to have everything in place means medical professionals will be guided by your voice, 
your loved ones won't have to bear the burden of guessing what you would want, and you'll 
know that your heirs will receive the accounts and assets that you intended for them. It 
may not make it easier to say goodbye but should make the aftermath a lot easier. Another 
beautiful potential benefit, perhaps even the most important one? Quelling the potential 
for intra-family strife during an already stressful time. Proper planning could help protect 
sibling and family relationships, which can get ugly when it comes to medical and financial 
matters. Experts recommend making your wishes clear and communicating them well be
fore your passing, particularly if you're part of a blended family. 

The what 

You'll want to put some strong safeguards in place. Ask your medical and financial profes
sionals if you need any or all of these documents. Don't be intimidated. You don't have to 
codify everything at once, and many are fairly straightforward. The more emotional tasks 
like writing letters of love or an ethical will, which outlines your values, may actually be 
the hardest. 

Financial power of attorney. Durable powers of attorney give someone permission to 
make decisions on your behalf - anything from communicating with your cable company to 
dealing with banking, real estate, business and legal matters. 
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you fill any gaps. Include your financial advisor to ensure you've made a plan for all relevant 
assets. 

You may want to also make an advanced care planning appointment with your doctor. Often 
this can be done remotely (two 30-minute appointments are covered by Medicare, as is ad
vanced planning for a cognitively impaired patient). Be sure to ask so you'll know what your 
financial liability may be. 

Once gathered, store all relevant paperwork in one place. Some prefer a binder in a safe de
posit box, but another secure way may be an on line vault that allows you to grant differing 
levels of access to those you trust most. Just make sure your family members and righthand 
professionals know where to find these important documents and how to access them. 

The who 

Last, but certainly not least, make time to share your decisions with those they'll affect. Talk 
to your loved ones about your healthcare and financial plans and preferences, where impor
tant documents live and how to access them. Your advisor can help you set up regular family 
meetings to address who inherits what and why, as well as other details. Of course, the most 
important thing is to take the time to tell your family just how much you love them. 

POLST forms outline physician orders for life-sustaining treatment for 
those with serious conditions, indicating things like whether you'd like 
CPR, mechanical ventilation, feeding tubes or ICU treatment. 
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Medical power of attorney. Sometimes called a living will or advanced di
rective, this outlines medical treatments you want and those you don't and 
authorizes a proxy to make decisions for you. 

A last will and testament. 

Beneficiary forms. For insurance policies, retirement accounts and some 
other assets, the beneficiary form prevails over the will. 

A declaration of guardian appoints someone to look after your minor chil
dren. 

A trust. In many states, a living trust can be used to transfer assets and 
personal property in an orderly and more private manner than a will and 
can even stipulate special provisions such as age-based distribution so 
young adults don't inherit all at once. 

The where and how 

If you need help getting started, first get organized. 

Discover what you already have. For example, you may already have a 
healthcare proxy. From there, make an appointment with an attorney who 
specializes in estate or elder care law to review what you have and help 
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Source: Bloomberg. Total returns for the S&P 500 Index from 1928 through 2022. Past perfonmance is no guarantee offuture results. This example is for illustrative purposes and does not represent any actual investment The S&P 500 Index is an unmanaged index of 500 companies used to 
measure large-cap U.S. stock market performance. Investors cannot invest directly in an index. 
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